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This project introduces students to Package Design.  The shaving cream can requires 
design “in-the-round” and consideration of the tangible experience, which will demands 
a new kind of thinking that students are not accustomed to using when one is stuck 
staring at a computer screen.  Also as with most graphic design that will go on shelf, 
there are brands standards to work within and legal requirements that must be followed. 
A designer must know how and when to push the expected, as certain rules will not 
bend for aesthetic or conceptual brilliance.  

The client is Procter & Gamble’s Old Spice.  “Old Spice has 75 years of experience 
helping guys improve their mansmells with deodorant, bodywash, antiperspirant, 
hair, and fragrances.”  For this project, student can use any existing line of Old Spice 
(Classic, Red Zone, Swagger, etc.) or make up a new one that fits within standards. 
Please be sure the look fits the copy provided. Evidence of further research is expected 
during thumbnails, including how Wieden+Kennedy gave new life to the brand in 2009-
10 with such viral campaigns as “the man your man could smell like”.  Be sure to fully 
comprehend this rebranding, why it was necessary, and WHY it works.  

Students are provided with a 6 oz. can of shaving cream to use as the structural 
reference and the dieline that work must live within and its suggested front and back 
placement. NOTE: Remember to continue to print out artwork and wrap it around the 
can to understand exactly how the 2- to 3-dimensional design application changes.  
Do this CONSTANTLY with Package Design.  ALWAYS.

Read and review all of the following. Links on Facebook page.
• Old Spice body wash and bar - they appear to no longer make shaving gel or lotion
• Wieden+Kennedy website, Old Spice client work
• What Marketers Can Learn From the Old Spice ‘Your Man’ Campaign, article by 

David Hallerrman, Ad Age
• Now Look Here, Now Learn From This, article by Craid Reiss, NBC News
• FDA Food Labeling Guide
• UPC A Barcode Size Standards
• Pinterest page (Nikki Arnell) of Old Spice 

1. Old Spice logo and whatever other product line logo exists. Do not use any other 
“Old Spice” logo than the one provided. The ship mark is optional. 

2. Product line logo like Classic, Red Zone, Swagger, etc. A new product line logo 
may be created.

3. Keep in mind the red of Old Spice (see logo) and its history. If you choose to not  
use this red, be prepared to explain why. I will need aesthetic and marketing reasons 
before I approve.

4. Any of the legal labeling (Net Wt., Ingredients, and Warning) must follow FDA 
standards. For this project, please put all of this information in a condensed sans 
serif like Arial or Helvatica at a similar point size to what is on the Barbasol bottle  
(figure it out).  See links above regarding FDA Food Labeling. 
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5. Read in regards to UPC code size and positioning. Research creative UPC codes too 
(beyond what will be shown in class)! 

• Labeling has been updated on Old Spice to reflect the advertising campaigns’ humor. 
See the many examples on the Pinterest page. 

• If you would like to try your own copywriting, please feel free to do so! All copy 
must be approved by Prof. Nikki. Otherwise, use the copy shown below.

• You may use ALL CAPS on anything you would like if it aids to your design; 
however, the Ingredients and Caution must stay in all caps as shown. 

• If word is in italics, it is just a guide to you.  Do not use these words in label copy. 

FRONT:  
Old Spice (logo) 
Must havea  product line logo. Can use Classic, Red Zone, Swagger, or other Old Spice 
line. You may also come up with your own if approved by Prof Nikki. It must follow along 
with the present brand and campaigns.
Thick & Rich Shaving Gel 
NET WT. 6 OZ. (170g) 

BACK: 
Old Spice CLASSIC (logo) 

You may use any one of the following or create your own that has a similar tone.
1. The Original. If your grandfather hadn’t work it, you wouldn’t exist.
2. For gentlemen with exceptional taste in scents, rugs, and TV shows. Dear Man, 

your hands were not made to carry shopping bags or stroke furry kittens however 
cute they may be. No, your hands were made so you can sculpt statues of yourself. 
Or smoothe out a handsome amount of this smooth, man-friendly can of Old Spice 
Shaving Gel. Buy it and all else will be forgotten.

You may use any one of the following or create your own that has a similar tone.
1. Directions: Wet face with warm water and leave wet. Using a brush or your hand, 

lather the gel and then apply the gel to your beard. After shaving, rinse off the 
remaining product. Store in a cool, dry place.

2. Directions: 
1. Wash face with warm water.  
2. Shake can and hold upright.  
3. Press top to release lather.

3. Instead of this being written, you may also illustrate. See what is done on the back of 
other Old Spice labels. 

INGREDIENTS: WATER, GLYCERIN, PALMITIC ACID, TRIETHANOLAMINE, 
ISOPENTANE, GLYCERYL OLEATE, STEARIC ACID, FRAGRANCE, ISOBUTANE, 
SORBITOL, HYDROXYETHYLCELLULOSE, PTFE, PEG-90M, TOCOPHERYL, 
ACETATE, PEG-23M, PROPYLENE GLYCOL, ALOE BARBADENSIS LEAF JUICE, 
BLUE 1.
 
CAUTION: CONTENTS UNDER PRESSURE. DO NOT PUNCTURE OR 
INCINERATE. DO NOT HEAT FOR WARM LATHER OR ANY OTHER PURPOSE. 
DO NOT KEEP WHERE TEMPERATURE WILL EXCEED 110°F. KEEP OUT OF 
REACH OF CHILDREN.
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Questions: 1-877-789-8865 or visit www.oldspice.com

Distr. by Procter & Gamble, 
Cincinnati, OK 45202
Imported for Procter & Gamble Inc.,
Toronto, ON M5W 1CS
 
UPC required. Remember that this can be stylized as shown in examples.

• See dieline for all measurements.
• CMYK color build.  
• Final dieline artwork must be vector (logos and type) or 150 DPI at 100%. Build  

file in Illustrator or InDesign. Raster can be used on arwork, but not as the final file  
type provided.

• Metal of can (no ink) is also available.  If interested, see Prof. Arnell for further dieline 
instruction when building art.  

• Full-color “bleed” is available. Create bleed marks to be .125 in on dieline and pull 
color to this bleed. (No bleed on metal line of can where no ink is.)

• Reference vertical marked line with nonprinted metal line on can.  Follow this 
reference point on the Barbasol can when placeing all art on Old Spice dieline. 

• If created in Illustrator: Save As PDF with any artwork embedded and all type outlined. 
If created in InDesign, provide an exported PDF and a Packaged InDesign file.

• All guides and text on PDF are Locked. If you want, either unlock the layers and/or the 
art in Illustrator (Object : Lock : Unlock). Then keep it on its own locked layer on top 
of your artwork and hide it when you don’t want that layer. 

• Though there is presently only one layer labeled for your artwork, feel free to add as 
many layers as you would like. Label these layers for a clean file build.

 
Sketchbook • Pencil • Xacto and #11 blades • Tape (can use what is available in class)

In class on Wed Aug 24th: 
• Bring in at least 5 empty package(s) from home. Discuss in class about flat art,  
legal requirements, color, how displayed on shelf, and other considerations of  
package design.

• Begin Project 1. Create Pinterest page entitled “3423 - Project 1” and start Pinning 
things about Old Spice (other than or in addition to the Old Spice Pinterest page 
already provided), competition, campaigns by Old Spice, and anything that is an 
inspiration to you including cool ideas/visuals you find inspiring now. Share research 
and discuss by end of class. Begin to make notes in your sketchbook. Print things 
and tape within and write ideas in words too. Create rough thumbnails sketches.  
Be inspired, but do not copy. THINK. ON. PAPER. Discuss in groups. 

Fri Aug 26th, in class: Create at least 15 tight COLOR sketches on rectangle that 
is 50% of the actual dieline flat art size and a 3D view of the front of the can how it 
would look on shelf. You may use 6oz_Thumbnails.PDF or you can draw your own 
to spec. Explanation of the minimum I expect from a “tight color sketch” will be 
given and must be followed.  

Mon Aug 29th, 10am: Tight color sketches DUE. Discuss in groups. Final(s) 
picked. If I ask for revisions, I expect another round of sketch(es). To not complete as 
asked will affect your final project grade.
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Begin building file in Illustrator or InDesign. Reminder: Photoshop may be used for 
images, but should be avoided for type. Dieline cannot be constructed in Photoshop.

Wed Aug 31st: Work day. Explanation of a dummy comp/prototype and the level  
of craft that I expect. 

Fri Sept 2nd: Work day, midway critique of dummy comp

Wed Sept 7th: Work day.

DUE Fri Sept 9th, 10am: Final Project (and any extra credit), critique

• Color printout of dieline on Letter Size paper.  Print with GUIDES included on 
original dieline. No mounting necessary.

• Dummy of printed artwork WITH NO GUIDES or BLACK DIE LINE SHOWING, 
wrapped and taped on to Barbasol can (as close as possible, understanding the vendor 
would print on the actual can. 

• Don’t forget “lid” on printed dieline and taped to dummy. If you would like to paint 
the top for the dummy, you may.  
 
Extra Credit:

• Create a product shot of the new can.  You can do this by taking a good photo of the 
can, then Photoshop label on to it.  Adjust lighting to make it look real. You may also 
be able to use a free mock-up PSD file availalbe for free on the internet, but be sure 
the mockup is for a 6oz. can.

• For more extra credit (and practice at portfolio work), maybe add a razor and a 
setting and/or add lighting effects.  Use skills you have learned in Photography for 
the Graphic Designer if you have taken this course already.  

You will be graded on the following:
• Directions were followed accurately with absolutely no errors.
• Research supports designs that live within Old Spice brand (a brand is not a campaign,  
  nor a logo) and relate to Old Spice designs/campaigns.
• Design elements are consistent throughout, holding the information-filled piece together.
• Visual hierarchy is used to allow for the successful and inviting delivery of information. 
• Legal information is included to size and is legible.
• Presentation on shelf is inviting to the consumer.
• Excellent craft. The final prototype is clean and built to spec.
• Ambition - How much did you challenge yourself? Did you plan your time well?
• Participation in critique.
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Note: This is obviously not shown to exact scale. 
Be sure whenever you print your artwork to make a dummy, you do so at 100% 
and not the default Fit To Page.


